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International Cooperation Management
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Profile of the organization
Legal status of the institution
Number of children cared for
Pregnant teenage girls
Project management
Web page
General Contact

Home Luceros del Amanecer
Nicaragua
Boaco
Camoapa
Fundación Civil Hogar Luceros del amanecer
February 04, 2004
Fabián Sebastián Laguna Rodríguez
director@hogarlucerosdelamaanecer.org
tel. 505-86186648
Marcos Duván Hernández García
gestiones@hogarlucerosdelamanecer.org
Cel .: +505 88346683
Comprehensive care for children in extreme
poverty.
Registered with the perpetual number 6636
100 children between seven and sixteen years
of age
20 girls, 10 currently pregnant, 10 having a
baby, 10 in prevention.
From the central park 1.5 blocks west

ABOUT US
The Civil Foundation El Hogar Luceros del Amanecer
is a non-profit NGO, legally constituted on the basis
of law 147, general law of non-profit legal
personalities, which was approved by Decree No.
8259 issued by the National Assembly of the Republic
of Nicaragua registered in the Ministry of the Interior
with the perpetual number 6636, published in the
Official Gazette of the Republic of Nicaragua.
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We offer a comprehensive care program aimed at
100 children in conditions of high social risk, we
intend to improve their living conditions from the
perspective of the promotion and protection of their
most basic rights, we develop 12 comprehensive
assistance programs and other activities that favor
their growth and personal development, we try to
offer more and better opportunities such as
education, health, nutrition and other programs of
consolidation and consolidation of the integral care
that the organization proposes for each boy and girl
that is assisted in this project.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT:
The organization began its operations in the City
of Camoapa, Department of Boaco on February 4,
2004, with authorization and endorsement of the
Ministry of Family, Childhood and Adolescence,
institution responsible for policies and strategies
for child care. by the State of Nicaragua.
The project emerged as an initiative of various
sectors of the community of Camoapa concerned
about the difficult conditions lived by a large
number of children, polishers, street vendors,
minors without opportunities to attend school,
presence of abuse, abandonment, desertion
school, drug use, family disintegration and other
causes that evidenced the life of many children at
high social risk.
The initiative of the community sectors was received by three altruistic Ladies of the United States, who
appropriated the idea and made the decision to create and found what is now the Luceros del Amanecer Home
Organization, we started with 08 children and we were gradually growing to provide assistance to 100 children
and an expansion of educational programs.
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BENEFICIARY POPULATION GROUP
•

THE PROJECT BENEFITS THREE SEGMENTS OF POPULATION
• First of all, the 100 children who are benefited in the primary and secondary school modality and the
scholarship students, the primary and secondary school children receive all the services offered by the
project and the children who receive scholarships only the school materials and school follow-up.
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In the second place, there are 67 families benefiting abundantly with an average of seven people per
family, that is to say 469 people of the children who are directly benefited, we refer to the mothers, the
sibling parents and relatives who come to the center to integrate and participate in different family
strengthening activities, educational talks, family reunions, adult education and other activities where
family members have an active participation. Remembering that all the families we serve live in extreme
poverty, the conditions are alarming.
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• Thirdly, we have a very broad population segment; the project in its 12 comprehensive care programs
has a component that we call COMMUNITY SOCIAL SERVICES, which basically involves the attention to
students of the different educational centers that present behavior or learning problems, attention to
women victims of domestic violence, attention to pregnant women of maternal house, to the project
come a number of people from all social strata of the community to request the services we offer to the
population in general, likewise we develop cooperation actions with the San Francisco de Asís Primary
Hospital with the program for pregnant girls and adolescents and the collaboration of volunteers in the
different health activities of this health center.
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Entry requirements
Requests for admission are received from
organizations, parents, teachers of education
centers and others who are captured by our staff
in visits to neighborhoods and most vulnerable
sectors of the community, to accept applications
for income beneficiaries have to be in the
following conditions.
•

•
•
•
•
•

• Children who live in extreme poverty
with an average income of 1500
córdobas per family nucleus.
• Minors in situations of high social risk.
• Children outside the school system
• Children who come from broken
families.
• Children who receive abuse and family
abandonment.
• Minors in conditions of orphanage

"Estimados amigos, mucha gente
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mundo.”

• Minors in a state of malnutrition
• Pregnant girls and teenagers in critical conditions.
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d) School reinforcement for all primary and
secondary school children.

EDUCATION
Education is par excellence the most important
activity that we promote in the comprehensive
assistance program, the fundamental reason for the
existence of this organization is the integration to
the different educational actions of each of the
children, we must remember that 85% of the minors
attended were out of the school system due to
various difficulties, including a marked disinterest of
the parents. In this context we develop the following
educational activities proper.
a) Integration into primary education of 67 boys and
girls, all studying at home.
b)Integration in Secondary education of 14 boys and
girls who have finished primary school.
c) We manage scholarships for young people who
attended primary and secondary school and decide
to study at the University.

Providing all children with each and every one of the
educational materials that children require
throughout the school year, shoes, backpacks,
uniforms, notebooks and other school accessories.
a)
a) English classes for all
elementary school children, we have
a contracted Master Teacher with
excellent academic qualities.
b)
b) Computer classes for
primary school children.
c)
c) Library services with
bibliography in Spanish
d)
Library
services
with
bibliography in English.
e)
e) Internet services for
children to do their academic
research.
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HEALTH
Health is also one of the activities of vital importance, we try that children are always in optimal health
conditions, for it comes monthly to the center pediatrician of San Francisco de Asis Hospital to care for children
who have any condition of health, with the help of the Hospital we also guarantee the indicated medications,
we have control of weight, height and growth and the respective clinical files, likewise the Dentist of the same
Hospital arrives once a month to provide dental assistance to the children that also includes talks and other
events related to oral health.
These services are being extended to the program of pregnant girls and adolescents that we are developing
together with the San Francisco de Asís hospital and other public institutions of Camoapa, we are also promoting
with international cooperation organizations the arrival of volunteer doctors to collaborate in the activities of
the san francisco Primary Hospital of Así, as well as the arrival of medical brigades and medical supplies and
materials.
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95% of the children we serve come from homes where food shortages prevail, some of them arrive at the center
in a high state of malnutrition, therefore, nutrition becomes not only a necessity to recover their nutritional
status, but also a determining factor to enter and remain in the project. Depending on the nutrition of the
children and the stabilization of the ideal weight, we provide a snack at ten in the morning, a lunch at noon and
another snack at three in the afternoon, every three months we take control of weight, height and increase.
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VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL TRAINING
All children who reach the age of 14 or 15 years are integrated into two modalities of vocational technical
learning, the first option of technical training is the practical learning of a trade in a workshop that he chooses
preferentially after two or three years of learning the same workshop where he learned the trade becomes an
employer, where he starts earning money to help the family's sustainability. The second option is to attend
theoretical and practical training courses given by the National Technological Institute and finally receive a
diploma that accredits them as graduates of the technical career where they have completed their studies.
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We conceive the family as the natural and fundamental nucleus for the
development and growth of children, all the children we serve come from broken
families, with a lack of education, where abuse prevails, lack of basic services,
alcohol consumption and sometimes drugs , this is how we intend to influence the
improvement of family conditions, we do it through individual attention,
psychological attention, educational talks, adult education programs,
apprenticeships, material assistance management, roof, land, latrines and other
activities that contribute to the strengthening of the family.
We serve 66 families and 20 pregnant girls and teenagers with whom we develop
family strengthening activities mentioned above.
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SPORTS, CULTURAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
These activities are an authentic expression to
promote the development of the talent that
each child has, so in the weekly work plans we
plan various sports activities and competitions,
in the cultural area we have perhaps the best
dance group of the City of Camoapa, Children
and children attend various cultural events
where we are invited at local, departmental and
national level.

COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM
Thanks to the cooperation and collaboration of the local media,
we were able to acquire two radio and television spaces free of
charge in 2016, which we took full advantage of to interact with
the community, massively disclosing each and every one of the
activities we carried out in the project, but also to disseminate
various community activities such as crafts, stories unknown to
the community, interviews with characters, social events of
interest, reports, stories and anything that is of community
interest that is not promoted in other radio and television
programs.
The protagonists of both programs are the children of the
project, speakers, presenters, reporters, editors and everything
else related to the programs. Both programs have an
extraordinary audience both at urban and rural level, what is
interesting for the population is the quality of the programs, is
that children are in the front line of action

.
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It is a program that we started two years ago with the intention of seeking greater national and international
support therefore we look for long-term financial stability.
The main idea in the search for sponsors and godmothers for each of the children cared for that can contribute
to the cats that implies the sustainability of the comprehensive care program, supported by education, health,
nutrition, sports, cultural, recreational activities , family strengthening activities and other complementary
activities that project a program of assistance and promotion of the rights of children, the program is
progressing, we have 22 children who have their sponsors in Nicaragua, Argentina, Spain and the United States
.
The way to do it is as follows: when we have a person interested in sponsoring we send the proposal of 4 children
with photographs and the profile of the child describing, part of their life, family aspects and other
particularities, the godfather or godmother can Your own decision to choose.
The godfathers to godmothers make a contribution of US $ 20.00 (twenty dollars a month) that are used to
cover part of the services that children receive, comprehensive education, health, food and other
complementary services, all godparents and godmothers make their shipments via WESTER UNION AND
MONEYGRAM, then we send to each
sponsor a receipt that records the
receipt of the money and is deposited
in the Home Banking account Luceros
del Amanecer.
Every three months we send a report
that contains important information
about the child's life, personal growth,
education, family, food, health and
other important aspects.
We always try to ensure that children
have communication with their
godparents, Skype, emails, messages
or other possible ways, also
godparents can visit their godchildren
as often as they see fit.

Padrino Harvey, visitando a su ahijados en el proyecto
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The Litclub program is the main initiative of LitWorld, it is a reproducible model of social and educational
interaction, Litclub is based on learning that stimulates self-expression, strengthens trust, compassion and
focuses on friendship, we begin to develop this initiative three years ago with the collaboration of LitWorld
International, we have seven Litclub, six integrated by children and one integrated by mothers and fathers of
Family, seven mentors or facilitators with their respective formation and training in the development of the
Litclub and its seven strengths In the year 2017, we take this service to three community preschools and in 2018
we will be supporting LitWorld's activities with three rural primary schools, at the request of the Ministry of
Education of the Municipality of Camoapa.
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PROGRAM "ONE LIFE AT A TIME"
It is a program specially directed to provide special and differentiated attention to pregnant girls and teenagers
in critical conditions, high risk pregnancies, extreme poverty conditions and other factors that endanger the life
and emotional stability of these young girls. We started this initiative in the year 2014-2015 and discontinued
the program due to lack of funding from the United States SG organization, then in 2018 with funds from a
Canadian organization we restarted this initiative serving 20 young women, 10 pregnant women and 10 that are
in the preventive care model.
The program includes care and nursing care, integration to education, apprenticeship, nutrition, psychological
care, preparation for childbirth, family strengthening, accompaniment at the time of delivery, purchase of
medicines that the hospital does not have, purchase of clothing from BB and one year of early stimulation.
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
The volunteer program NICASOLIDARIDAD is a program that basically has as its fundamental mission to offer
opportunities to all those people of the world with a supportive heart who are interested in sharing and giving
the best of themselves to people who need it most, such as children lacking opportunities and the most
fundamental rights that favor a promising future in their lives.
The program seeks volunteers not only for the activities of Hogar Luceros del Amanecer, but also for other social
organizations in the city of Camoapa that promote community social services. Through this program and other
organizations at the service of international volunteers from Spain and the United States, more than 350
volunteers from different nationalities have arrived to support education, technology, psychology, social work,
nursing, agricultural activities, culture and other project activities.
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SOCIAL SERVICES TO THE
COMMUNITY

The Luceros del Amanecer Home since its foundation has been
fully identified as an institution committed to the community,
not only in the area of childhood, but also in the social services
we provide to other institutions, especially gender violence, the
mother's home, SAN FRANCISCO DE ASIS Hospital, children and
people with disabilities and the problems of public education
centers.
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VIVERO Y FINCA BOSQUE VERDE
It is a property of 12 blocks that we obtained
about ten years ago with the idea of projecting
it as a learning center for children and an
alternative of self-sustainability.
Throughout twelve years we have dealt with an
intense process of profound transformation in
the administration of the farm in areas of
strengthening its development and turning it
into a tool that generates resources that
contributes to the sustainability of the project..

In more than twelve years of intense work we
have managed to develop a 100% organic farm,
all insecticides and fertilizers are based on the
organic material we produce on the farm, we seek a healthy production, we try that children learn to harvest
friendly products with health, but also a community that learns from us, on the farm we develop the following
agricultural actions:
a) The GREEN BOSQUE nursery is one of the main activities of
the farm, we maintain an inventory of some 25 thousand plants
for sale to all public, institutions and organizations, we also make
donations to projects that promote environmental protection
projects.
b) Cultivation of
two thousand fruit
trees of various specials, 60% of these trees are in production, the
products are consumed by children, we also donate fruits to other
related institutions.
c) Small-scale vegetable production.
b) Small scale humus earthworm production
c) We have a small pig farm for breeding and sale in the community of Camoapa.
d) Aging and fattening of danger.
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e) The farm also has a learning function for both the children and the community in general.
f) In the coming months we will support a reforestation project of five rural schools with plant donation
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• Throughout 15 years we have managed to build an institution with a high prestige before the
community and its institutions, for the hard work in favor and benefit of the most vulnerable
communities.
• We have an institution with solidity and institutional strength from the perspective of legality and its
operating structure, this process is consolidated and we conclude it in 2017.
• We have managed to project an institution with high levels of transparency, recognized and endorsed
by donor organizations and people who have collaborated since its founding in 2004.
• Thanks to the prestige of our institution and the services we offer, we have been able to build solid
relationships with various public and private entities.
• In the course of 15 years of work we have helped to improve the living conditions of hundreds of
families.
• We have brought hundreds of children who could not do it before because of poverty and the
limitations of their parents' resources.
• More than 20 boys and girls have achieved bachillerarse thanks to the help and the school follow-up
they have received.
• At least 30 adolescents have managed to complete the apprenticeship of a trade and today they are
working and generating benefits for their families.
• Hundreds of children without this project would surely have taken the wrong direction in their lives.
• Hundreds of general medical and dental care to improve the health conditions of each of the children,
including specialized care in the City of Managua and purchase of medicines.
• We have saved life that perhaps could not have survived hunger and misery in their homes of origin.
(example of children who survived the garbage dump of Camoapa)
• The individualized training and the entire learning process that each young person takes when he / she
leaves this project.
• We have substantively improved the academic levels of mothers and fathers from getting them out of
illiteracy until the approval of their primary school.
• We have managed 35 roof plan programs for families of children living in very poor conditions.
• We manage various latrine projects to improve the health and hygiene conditions of families.
• We accompany hundreds of families to solve various personal situations before government and
private institutions. (alimony, allegations of abuse and more)
• With the coordination of Operation Smile, at least 65 children, adolescents, young people and adults
were able to perform cleft lip and cleft palate operations in the City of Managua, coordinating
advertising, transportation, lodging, transportation, per diems and more.
• We have offered dozens of psychological care to women victims of domestic violence, hospital
patients, students and other people in the community.
• With the dance group of the children we have entertained a considerable amount of social events,
solemn acts, school events, celebrations and other activities.
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• We have coordinated and guaranteed more than 600 specialized care services for people with
disabilities, through the chapter pipitos in Camoapa, pedagogical medical institute in Managua and
specialist brigades that we manage in the United States.
• We work to encourage both children and the community to be aware of the protection of the
environment and the need to promote reforestation activities. We have reforested several public
institutions (hospital, police, schools and others) as well as the donation of hundreds of plants to
projects that promote reforestation activities such as the Club de Leones and others.
• Through our radio and television programs we share everything we do with the community, but we
also promote artisans, musicians, characters, literary works, ephemerides, forgotten tourist places, but
also children learn radio and television .
• We have given the opportunity to more than 350 volunteers of different nationalities to share and
learn, to demonstrate their solidarity and their altruistic heart by teaching and values to people with
diverse needs.
• Two girls have had the valuable opportunity to participate in a world summit held in New York in
2016 and have the experience of sharing with hundreds of diaries from different countries of the
world.
• THE RESULT OF HIGHEST IMPACT IS THE OPPORTUNITY THAT GIRLS AND CHILDREN RECEIVE TO
IMPROVE AND TRANSFORM THEIR LIFE CONDITIONS IN A PESONAL PROSTHEITY HAMBIENT.

Images of the project:
https://Galeria.hogarlucerosdelamanecer.org
Noticias (Blog, Artículos):
https://noticias.hogarlucerosdelamanecer.org
En las Redes Sociales Principales:
Facebook: HLucerosdelAmanecer
Twitter: HLAmanecer
Instagram: Hogar_LucerosdelAmanecer
LinkedIN: HogarLucerosdelAmanecer
DOCUMENTACIÓN LEGAL CONTINUA…
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